THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I hope this newsletter finds each of you healthy and in good spirits. We are all experiencing challenging times right now with COVID-19. Our new normal has become *social distancing*. This includes many levels of quarantine, such as working from home and utilizing Zoom to keep in contact with family and friends.

Due to the current situation, the Ozarks Chapter is reevaluating our upcoming events. At this time, we will not be having the joint Ethics luncheon with AFWA in April 2020. We will be working with the speaker to reschedule in the upcoming months. Also, we currently have a luncheon scheduled in May with Brown Smith Wallace over Business Process Improvement. However, this event date will be evaluated within the next few weeks. In the meantime, we will send out any upcoming IIA webinar opportunities.

I want to add a *SHOUT OUT* to our many volunteers that participated in the Mystery Fraud Seminar. The speaker was dynamic and kept the attendees interactive throughout the day.

In addition, thank you to each member that participated in the recent Membership Survey, By-law Approval, and Chapter Officer and Board Member elections. The new slate of Officers and Board Members will take on their roles at the start of the fiscal year, June 1.

Thank you all for supporting the Ozarks Chapter!
Sharon Eagleburger
Ozarks IIA President

ONLINE CIA REVIEW CLASS

Are you preparing for the Certified Internal Audit® (CIA®) exam? Do you prefer interactive instructor-led training, but haven’t found the right course? Check out The IIA’s CIA Learning System® by clicking the image.
THE EVENT LINK

Unfortunately, the upcoming April event is canceled due to COVID-19, and the May event will be evaluated as time gets closer.

UPCOMING EVENTS

April 7, 2020 | Member-Only Webinar - Regulatory Ethics | 1 CPE - Free to Members

May 6, 2020 | Amy Julian & Cory Metz - Brown Smith Wallace @ 425 Downtown | 2 CPE

PRIOR EVENT COMMENTS

January 28, 2020 | How is Sudoku like a Construction review?
“Great topic and enjoyed the speaker! I appreciate the speaker being able to show real examples and how we can apply this to the audits we perform.”

February 18, 2020 | Cyber & Data Privacy
“The speaker provided a lot of good information and was very knowledgeable of the topic. Enjoyed the presentation!”
“I enjoyed the presentation and the speaker did a great job of keeping the audience engaged.”

March 11, 2020 | Mystery Fraud
“The seminar was a fun way to educate us on several different fraud topics. It was good to see everyone engaged, and the day flew by.”
“Enjoyed both presentations! The speaker did a good job applying the concepts to actually see what they were.”
“Great event!”

Newsletter Chair | Jacki Allen | jacki.allen@leggett.com
THE MEMBERSHIP CORNER

Let’s acknowledge our members who recently celebrated an anniversary with the IIA.

ANNIVERSARIES - 5 YEARS +

JANUARY | FEBRUARY | MARCH

Jane Ann Dewberry | Missouri State Government | 24 years
Tamara Reed | Missouri State Government | 23 years
Cynthia Bennett, CIA, CRMA | Mercy Health | 16 years
Lindsey Odaffer, CIA, CRMA | Leggett & Platt | 14 years
Roland Dimos, CIA | General Council of the Assemblies of God | 13 years
  William Jones, CIA | BKD, LLP | 13 years
  Derek Durman | Leggett & Platt | 11 years
  Rachel Simons, CRMA | Cox Health | 10 years
  Peter Edwards, CIA | Brown Derby Stores, Inc | 9 years
  Kelly Dolisi | Mercy Health | 7 years
  Chris Jackson, CIA | Mercy Health | 7 years
Stephanie Joplin, CIA | The General Council of the Assemblies of God | 6 years
  William Mickey, CIA | American National Insurance | 6 years
  Kevin Curtis | Leggett & Platt | 5 years
  Linda Love | Great Southern Bank | 5 years
  Liberty Wilson | Great Southern Bank | 5 years

“Goodbye, goodbye! Wrapping up the audit is such sweet sorrow, that I shall say goodbye till you come up again on the cycle of audits.”